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NEWS ROUNDUP Sport
(Continued from page 1)
munist battalion was trying to
fight its way out of a valley
about 300 miles northeast of Saigon. The first cavalry troops have
now killed more than one-thousand Viet Cong in their threeweek operation "White Wing,"
-oRussia Sees No Peace
MOSCOW - Authoritative Soviet sources are leting it be known
in Moscow that Russia sees -no
prospects for peace in Viet Narn
until alleged American aggression ends and the United States
"withdraws its forces. High Soviet
diplomatic sources say the Vietnamese conflict has left an "imprint" on Russian-American relations, and they see no improvement in the foreseeable future.
-oHurnphrey Confers in
New Zealand
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
-Vice President Humphrey is
conferring with New Zealand officials .in Wellington on the Vietnamese war. Pickets protesting
U.S. and New Zealand involvement ·in the war met the vice
president as he motored into Wellington from a nearby airport yes~
'terday.

MAKE A
NOTE!

Shorts
In Western Athletic Conference
basketball activity over the weekend Utah moved a step closer to
the conference title by defeating
Arizona State 92-76.
Wyoming downed hapless New
Mexico and Arizona held Brigham
Young to 62 pointswhile scoring
76.
Undefeated Texas Western
edged Pan American 65-61 Saturday night for its 20th win of the
season and to remain one of two
undefeated major college teams
in the nation.
The University of Albuquerque
Dons also picked up win No. 20
of the season Saturday by defeating Regis of Denver 99-84. They
had cinched the Dist. 7 NAIA
championship the night before and
the host berth for the Dist. 7
tourney Feb, 28 here in the Duke
City.
~

Swimming Teom
Defeats Denver
The New Mexico swimming
team wound up the season's dual
meet competition Saturday by defeating D.enver University there
49-46.
For Denver it was the first loss
in dual meet competition since
1961. The New Mexico aquad is
now looking toward the Western
Athletic Conference championships the first weekend in March.
The Wolfpack. will go to the
meet a~ Tempe, .Ariz. with a 8-3
season mark.
In the Denver meet John Jordan won the 200-yd. freestyle corn:·
petition and Torn Hendrey won
the 500-yd. freestyle event.
The UNM gymnastics team also
won over the weekend. It was its
ninth win of the season against
six losses.
Eastern New Mexico was the
·gymnasts latest victim, Saturday.
UNM won six of the nine events
for its 142.20-177.05 win.

Cliff's Notes
available at
associated
students
bookstore

Cons~itution

.,

Discussed

Tuesday evening at 8:15 iJ.rn •
the Mesa Board of Governors and
Senators will host a discussion
on the proposed Associated Students' Constitution. Residence
Halls officers, Senators, Advisors,
and. residents are invited to attend. The discussion will take
place in the Mesa Vista T.V.
lounge and coffee will be -served.
The Residence Halls' Council will
meet in the lounge at 7:15 p.m. to
discuss R.H.C. Week, the UNM
Residence Halls' Convention and
the Problem concerning' ca~pus
lighting.
"
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LOBO

Broadcasts Begin Phi:Delts,· Kappas··
On Campus Radio Swim Meet: Won
The campus radio 11tation,
KNMD, will begin programming
this afternoon at 2 p.m. For the
remainder of the semester the lltation wijl be on the air from 2 p.m.
to midnight, seven days a week.
The radio station can be picked
up from_ most of the buildings on
campus including the dormitories.

First Century
Loss for King
(Continued from page 1)
Bill Morgan ,and Jim Patterson.
Daniels led Lobo scorers with
20 pJJints follow~ by Jim Patter·
son with 17 and Jim Johnston
wif;h 16. High scorer for the
game, however, was Wyoming's
big center, Leon Clake. He got
30 points.
.
New Mexico out-rebounded the
'Pokes, 58-52, with Mel Daniels
bringing down 15 by himself.
But, it wasn't enough as Tom Asbury and Leon Clarke got 23 between them.
Wyoming got balanced scoring
from Clark with 30, Dick Sherman with 20, Asbury with 16,
Ruben Poindexter with 11. and .
Mike Eberle and Wilkinson with
10 each.
In the Denver game, New Mex·
ico hit 49.3 percent of their shots.
New Mexico enjoyed a 38-32 halftime lead. They increased it to
nine points early in the second
half, only to have the Pioneers
chop it down tp tie the score at
57-57 and 61-61, largely on the
outside shots of Harry Hollines.
The last time the score was. tied
was at 63-63 before the Lobos put
it away with a five point lead.
New Mexico then increased it tp
as much as nine.
Ironically, Denver outrebounded the Lobos, 41-39. But, New
Mexico got the crucial rebounds
late in the game to control both
the offensive and defensive backboards.
Denver stayed in the game
largely on its efforts from. the
free-throw line. The Pioneers hit
on 25 of 29 from. the line'. The
· Wolfpack .hit on 12 of 21.
The Lobps take on p~werful
Uath and Birgharn Young this
weekend on the road. They return to Albuquerque the fo1lowing weekend for season closers,
Arizona and Arizona State.
Sports Illustrated will be here to
do a picture story on the wearing
of "red" by UNM fans. So, get
out your old red blazer.

With.64
Points
.
.

Phi Delta Theta and Kappa
Kappa Gamma carne through to
win the Go-Ree Swim Meet defeating the Pikes and Independents in
a close race.
There were eight events .to
swim in and the winning teams
ended up with 64 points. Some of
the events include the .100-yd,
sweatshirt race; a 100-yd. balloon
relay; and the U!!Ual .swimming
meet events.
The other teams standing were
Pi Kappa Alpha and athe Inde•
pendents with 62 points; Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Chi
Omega with 42 points; NROTC
and Delta Delta Delta with 30
points; Mossman and Santa Anna
with 16 points; and the Fijis and
Kappa Alpha Theta carne in last
with 14 points.

Young Republicans
Roy Walker, candidate for Dem·
ocratic nomination for governor,
will speak to the UNM Young
Republican!' this Tuesday evening llt 7:30 in 250-D ofthe Union.
Vice-president John Colvin will
assume leadership of the group
with the resignation of Jim Jan!!son as president.

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Unusual Things From

MEXICO
3009 Centr.al NE
NEXT 00011 TO THE LOBO THEATER

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

them these favorites: ··

Hamlet • M~ebeth • Scarlet ·Letter • Tale
of. Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caelllr •
Crime 1nd Punishment • The 111111 • Great
Expectations • Huckleberry flnri. • Ki111

lfen,Y IV Part I • Wutherinl Hel1hls • Ki"l
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • LOrd Jim • ·

Othello • Gulliver's Travels • Lord of ••
the flies

$1 at ,vour llookStll8fit
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Y SP~AK~R
Faculty Approves
Policy, Statement

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center

298-1828
Fiction and Nonfiction

Children's Boob
Paperbacks
Bargains

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

P0.11 CEM EN

$663-$707
NATION'S LEADING POLICE DEPARTMENT
Age 21-29 incl., 20/30 uncorrected vision, 5'9",
160 lb. minimum. Excellent character.
WRITE NOW Oakland City Hall, Oakland, California
LOCAL EXAMINATIONS & INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE

l'nterested In A Career In
RETAIL StORE MANAGEMENT?
The W. T. Grant Company offers men an interesting and challenging opportunity in its MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
to prepare for store management and later executive positions
in a rapidly expanding company, unusually high income potential, good starting salary. First assignment in or near your home
town. Interviews Wednesday, March 2. Register .at your place- :·
ment office and request a copy of ''W. T. Grant CompanyYour Career"

A formal statement of policy for off-campus speakers was
appr?ved unanimously yesterday during a University faculty
meetmg. The statement of policy now goes to the Board of
Regents for their approval.
.
.The statement of policy has three major factors; the UniWill allow any speaker; per- ~-----~-·___.e_. _ _ _.:.__ __
sons wishing to sponsor a
speaker must follow exactly
the required procedure, and
there can be no veto to the
speaker's appearance by administration or faculty if the
procedure is followed.
By United Press International
The approval of the state-

Two USSR Dogs
Are Now in Orbit

Feuding Senators
Reach Agreement
Following Debate
The leaders of the opposing factions on the proposed Constitution reached a compromise pro·
posal last night over the conferc;nce table after three hours of
heated debate.
The proposal was presented by
Rick Hess in one form and by
Penni Adrian in another. Miss
Adrian's proposal contained other
provisions which she termed
would be sacrificing the total
good of Student Govet·nment.
Two Elections
The proposal would replace the
presently proposed 18 member
senate with a Senate composed of
25 nlembers at large. The proposal calls for two elections each
academic year. The first election
will be between the ninth and
thirteenth week of the first semester and the second will be between the ninth a11d thirteenth
week of the second semester. The
first election will elect 13 members and the second will elect 12.

MOSCOW _ Russia sent two
ment of policy followed over a
dogs
into orbit yesterday in what
year and a half of work by an
STATE TREASURER Joseph Grant left a former Democartic
analysts
believe may be a warmad hoc committee of the UNM
Par~y state chairfllan, chats w~th au ~nide'ntified official during a
policy committee .The ad hoc up fot• a manned spectacular that
lull m the procedmgs at last mghts state Democratic pre-primary
committee was given the task of could last a month. Informed
nominating convention. (Photo by Kendall.)
formulating the policy on off- sources said such a sltot could
come within the next few months.
campus speakers.
The formulating committee was
The official Soviet News Agency
composed of Prof. David Hamil- Tass, said the two dogs, Veterok
ton, Associate Prof. Donald Mc- and Ugolyok, were blasted into
Rae, Dr. Edwin Hoyt, Dr. Carl orbit aboard the satellite Cosmos
Selinger, Dean Hoyt Trowbridge, 110 and were circling the earth
Dr. Sherman Smith, and students every 96 minutes. The Russians
the canine mJsston
Advantages Listed
Dan Dennison and Mark Tompson. described
Advantages to the proposal will
.
In the four-man race for the
By NOOLEY ltEINHEARDT
The group bcgain by investigat- snuply as conducting "biological include the need of political pargubernatorial
nomination former
studies.
Congressman
E.
S.
Johnny
ties
to
function
all
yea-r.
There
ing the speaker }Jolicies of other
governor
John
Bur:roughs led the
The:re
was
no
official
indication
will
also
be
reason
for
organizaWalke:r and E:rnestine Evans, coninstitutions and then they adapted
balloting witb 808'>1. votes, 42 'Pe"
how
long
the
dogs
would
remain
tions
an
dminority
factions
to
be
didate
for
Secreta>:¥
of
State.
\Qd
and implemented a policy for
aloft. If the speculation tha·l; theh• active politically. 1'1lirdly it will the balloting' in last nigh f.'s Demo- cent of the delegate vote. G'ene
UNM.
mission is to be a forerunner to a provide much needed continuity in cratic Party pre-primary nomi- Lusk picked up 514% votes for
A LOBO interview with Dr. human launch is correct. however, fltndent Government, and at Je ,..t nating convention, each g/lth!'rcd 27 per cent of the total vote.
~
Selinger disclosed what happened Western experts said they might half of the Senators will have11 a over
Speaker of the House of Rep80 per cent of the delegate
to the statement of policy up
··esentatives, Bruce King, barely
vote.
semestet·'s
(Continued on page 6)
until its acceptance last. night.
made it onto the ballot, getting
.~~-------------~~~~ - - - - - 389¥-.votes, matching the 20 per
According to Dr. Selinger, the
cent vote needed to gain a posifirst draft of the speaker policy
tion on the ballot.
was submitted to the UNM policy
Roy Walker, the fourth candicommittee ih the fall of 1965.
date for the governorship, failed
The policy committee approved
to get the required 20 per cent
the statement but deleted a senof the delegate vote. He had 288
tence which stated: "With regard
votes, 15 per cent.
to speakers invited by students,
In the other four-candidate
the responsibility for determining
race for state auditor, all four
the educational value of such
eandidates got the required votes
speakers' appearance rests ultifor a place on the ballot. Gordon
mately upon the students themMelody led the foursome with 521
selves.''
votes,
27.3 per cent. AI Romero
With this sentence dropped
with 505¥, votes, 26.5
followed
from the statement of policy the
per
cent.
Bob Castner picked up
policy committee submitted the
436%
votes,
22.8 per cent, and
statement to a meeting of the
Max.
Sanchez
rounded out thl'l.;;<
faculty. It was not approved by
nommecs with 448 votes, 22.4
the faculty because of the deleper cent.
tion Df the sentence on student
Fabian Chavez won the numresponsibility.
ber
one position on the ballot for
After this refusal the statement
the
office
of Lieutenant Governor,
of speaker policy was again rebut
Jack
Jones also had more
ferred to the ad hoc committee.
COURT
JUSTICE
WAYNE
Tvrdik
draws
the
attention
of
interested
onlookers
during
discussion
of
than
sufficient
support to be
Additional work by the ad hoc
the new constitution at last night's sessipn in the television lounge of Mesa Vista Residence Hall. Hall
placed on the ballot.
committee amended the statement
president Lenny Miele presided. (LOBO photos by l{endall).
and it was presented last night in
Chavez had 1271% votes, 66.5
amended form. With the inclusion
per cent, and Jones had. 621%
of the dropped sentence the policy
2
committee also added this sentence which :follows the statement
for the four year Corporation
on student responsibility.
Commission term, incumbent cornmissioner Floyd Cross lacked only
"It is not the policy of the Uni·
versity to override the exercise of
two per cent of the vote to keep
this responsibility."·
Ed Murphy, oif the
The :faculty· approved this
,
.,
Cross
had
1514%
votes, 79 per
amended statement of policy.
·, •
cent. Murphy went all the way to
The speaker's po]jcy is divided
resentatlon which is no provided leave the woman student an ave- the last vote to gain his position~
By LYNNE FRINDELL
into two sections, one concerning
for in the Raw-filled present con- nue of appeal of a decision made on the ballot. He was shy of the
J.
LOBO Staff Writer
the policy itself and the ether
by
the
separate
judicial
board.
needed
vote
when
Valencia
stitution.
Student senators and other prostating the Pllii:edures involved in
If the new constitution is ap- County cast its 73 votes for him
Flaws in student senate· perponents of the new constitution
presenting a '!'pcaker.
proved,
all students will have to give him 396% votes, 21 per
The policy section stl:ltes brielly now being discussed in student tJetratcd by the present constitu- more olJpOrtunities to appeal de- cent.
that the University has conlidence senate gave UNM dorm residents tion, Councilman Jim McAdams cisions made by any student
Congressman Walker gained an
in the students to select and pre- an opportunity to have the new told the group, are the lack of standards board, Student Court early lead over former Secretary
responsibility
ainong
student
repsent any speaker, that the Univer· constitution explained to them.
f'.
Justice Bill Fox explained. The of State Albertu Miller and then
J
The philosophy behind the new resentatives to the organization women students will be especially
sity feels that its facilities should
increased
it
as
county
after
county
they
represent
and
the
larger,
unconstitution
was
extJlaincd
to
inbe made available in the interest.
supported him. lte had a total of
benefited, he added.
size of student senate.
of education and that the speaker terested students last night at an wieldy
The
proposed
compromise
1623 votes, 85 per cent. Mrs.
Women students present quespolicy in no way restricts the use informal meeting at Mesa Vista tioned the jurisdiction ol' the new amendment which provides for a Miller failed to ,get on the ticket
of facilities for meetings of an dorin. Queries from the floor re25-rnan student senate elected at with her 288 votes, 15 per cent.
academic nature, arranged as part garding the new constitution's constitution . over the separate large by the student body was . Senator Clinton P. Anderson,
of the University's regular func• jurisdiction and provisions were women's judicial system that is explained to listeners and dis·. the senior senator. from New Mexnow in effect.
answered,
tions.
Under the present constitution, cussed. It was explained by the ico, Attorney General Boston ·
"Student
government
is
ineffi·
The section of ·procedures lists
the women's residence halls .have proponents of the new constitu- Witt, Corporation Commissioner
.the steps that must be taken to cient," Tom Miller, executive as- their own judicial system set Up tion that one-half of the 25-man Columbus Fel'gUson, and Land
,, ·
1Jl'esent an off-campus speaker.· sistant to the Associated Students' through the Associated Women senate would be elected in the fall Cornmi.ssioner Guyton B. Hays
, ..
They must be f()llowed exactly, president, said. The new consti• Students. This system ·does not and the other half in the spring... • wer.ii, alii ~~~~I?P'!Sed! ; : ! i ' , :, ; ; ....; ·, ' l •.
, , i . ' • , , "(Continued·on page 6'; . " tutio' will provide equitable re.,.~
' ••
\:J
""

Walker, Evans l-lead
State Demos Ballot

·
•
•
'
E. I
d
. o·.. nSflfUfl·o'.n·_ . x··.p
. .· al·ne
C

125 Titles in all-amon1

Cl.lffiiiRS,IIIC.
'
, •· · •
. ,....,SIIIIH, Ll!lll.,_...,,lllft.

Along with calling for chca11er
booze, Editpr Jim Jansson, ealls
for a basketball game between the
LOBO stalf and Student Council.

. By BOB STOREY

SHAKESPEARE
IS EASIER •...•
...when you let Cliff's Notes
be your guide. Cliff's Notes
explain most of Shakespeare's
plays including Antony and Cleo·
patra. For each play Cliff's Notes
gives you an expert scene-byscene summary and character
ana·lysis.ln minutes, your under·
standing will in- ..-:-.-.-..crease. Cliff's
Notes cover
more than 125
·major plays and
novels. Use
them to earn
better grades in
all your literature courses.

I

· •• • • ·

•
,
.
•
D
T0 R. eslden-s In orm..·

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING BATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. In•ertiol1ll
mus~ be, submitted by noon on day befor"
publieatil>n to Room 159, Student Publlea·
tiona Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
HOUSE at 3501 Valencia NE. 3 bedrooms
l'h. baths, garage; new carpet and drape!;
covered s>atl.,, landscaped. Equity of $750
for $500, take · i>ver $92 monthly. Call
255-5813 •. 2/16, 17, 18, 21.
FOR RENT
ADOBE hoilsc, iil21 Baylta Lane NW. 1
Bedroom,. fireplace, completely furnished
beautiful location, private rond. Aavilabl;
March l• •· $85; Inquire 344-1266, Mre.
S~ml!!l.

. .•

SERVICES
TYPEJWRITER ·sales & repair•. Spe;:lal
rFateo!, to UNM otudents on all machines.
ree 1>1ckup & delivery, E a. E TYPe•
:'{~~- Service. 2217 Coal SE, phorie 243·

PERSONALIZED and creatlva alterations
and restyling. Sewing and lnendln~~:. Mrs.
Hov)er, 207 Stanford SE (ciOIIe f.o Univeralty , phone 242-7533.
HELP WANTED

;;c;;;IRC;;';;';U;;;L;-"A"T;;;l~O~N:=m=-an""ag:.:.::er~:to::r::.,N~e-w...oo.::M:-e-xl,....co

~~.?· -13.~ ~'t.i:'ra:00;rl~ E"x~:~~.:/
~~Wt~tet

"driver or can use own car. Apply
_Room 169, _Student Publications Bldg'.

VALUES to $3.95 •••••••• ONLY 991
,.

E!ach month you will l'eceive a dif·
FREE!! When you have purchased
ferent piece of costume jew~lry . . .
Y.o.ttr ~12th piece of 'jewelry vo/e will
~nd each for only 99¢. Bu!ld your . :.~end •you FREE the 13th ite
J~Welry war~robe the eas:y, mexpena gift.
,
,
m as ..
stve .way With costu~e Je'Yel_ry l>Y ·:. ";J)pn~t.wait! Write for full color de'
the world famous designer Fartier. · .. tailed·information today!!
JEWELRY OF THE MONTH:Ctlui:J ·:-····:".PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD
P.O. Box 2035,

lngl~,

Calif. 90305 .

vo~sth! ~l::~h::~~ntestedrace,
t~~l~r.ponent,

.; t

J:
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To Vie Thursday Nighf

Thirteen girl::; out of UNM's
original 26 ·"Best Dress<•tl College
Girl" choicl)s were selected as
semi-finalists. in Glamour magazinc's
tenth
annual
"Best
Dressed" contest. ·
.
The judges had intended to
choose only 10 semi-finalists to
compete in thl) final l'Un-off, but
this task proved to bP next to
impossible. · As a result, three
more girls were added to the
~,_ai list. . .
•
The 13 girls :who will compete
Thursday night in the UNM
Kiva are: Karen White, Mary
MacPherson, Elizabeth Castillo, Carole ·oJguin, Donna
Walton, Carol Porter, Lynn
Collins, Joyce · Gross, Becky
Wyman,. .:Lynn· Hower, Judy
Cummings, ~Kathleen Rail and
Jane lJilton.
These' girls, the representatives
of various campus organizations,
were selected at a tea in the•New
~exico Union Sunday by
panel..
of . 'three judges,: Dr. Howard
Dittmer, UNM profes~•·r of bioi- '
..
-' .

a·

Listen ·
·t·o·.. K. NMo. =~~ ..:.~
.

. '

•.

..,
.

~·

2 3 4

1

ogy; Mrs. Margaret Cornell, director of Flair modeling school
and Tish Granger, student judge.
Thursday night the semifinalists will participate in a
fashion show in which they
will model their own clothes.
The girls will we11r a ty.pical
campus outfit, an off-campus
daytime outfit, and a party
dress.
·
The girls . were graded on a
zero to five point scale. The points
the judges tried to look for were
appropriateness of dress, impeccable grooming, good taste in hair
style and makeup use, and poise.
The national winners of
Glamour's contest will be pliotographed in the late spring
for Glamour's August College
Issue. The first two weeks in
J.une tliey.wi}l go 'to New York
for· a round of parties· and 'in"
troductions tp heads of the
beauty and fashion industry.·
UNM~ winner will be. photo- .
graphed in her three outfits and
-this picture will be··sent· tin 111 ·~ ·
the magazine's editors··for final• ·
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"ONE OF THE MOST
INTERESTlNG,
LIVELY AND
EXCITINO fiLMS IN
THE PAST TWO OR
THREE YEARSI"
-Newsweek

"Excitingly gn~phic!
••• Smokily serluctive
~,1oreau

••• Radiant Vima Lisi
••• A sc:~•erior

sophisticatecl look!"
-

Crowlher, tJ. '/, Times

EANNE MOi<EA
TANLEY B;;:KER
NA LISI

.•a1va1•
~~o'\V..'-r~u_fi_
rf,I!RilY~at_ 7~:»0 p;m.;Jp t}le
'II!•'- ree••and -open to the
·public."' - "'.' :·; ;: ·- ;
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·rf Laura loy Elel'...ted
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CopxriJht 1966J>eter
·1 - -1 · s.· ....f'lschar

..

Nuclllar engineel•ing, a graduate
level discipline at UNM is participating this year for the· first
time in open .hO\ISEdn the college
of engineering.
.
The program, designed to. acquaint high school students and
the general public with the engineering profession, is scheduled
Friday from !) a.m. to 0 p.m. Open
house will include fo11r displays
and a movie in the nuclear engineering field.
The display, located in the mechanical engineering shops, . will
feature a cloud chambllr showing
tracts of radiation particles; demonstrate. radiation shielding• and
have a scientific explanation ~f the
well-known ".sbl;l)J game" where ·
the customer is always taken.
· The four . departments participating in the event, scheduled
as part of National Engineering
Week, are chemicni, civil, electrical and mechanical. Cash prizes
will be awarded to departments
with the best small presentation,
at the award dinner Friday. evening at the Desert ;Jlpom of the
Unio!].

,
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Sotl(or·l·ty' Pres~lde· t.

.n·
•
11
~~ ,._.....,lf!:,fl1ttn•tn llle clllft,l·l6 down. Numbe,..after.elldl cluelndlcet.
L ·
L .. : .
b"
~
...... •
u,. .....,. per wvou. 5ltljl • ~ca betwHn words. Lelters·spotted-lhnlulhout
aura
oy, JUmor
lO1ogy
'::'~nt.::;'~,.=:::.lfn~!fl.ot!.Y<H!r !!"•11!.~!'•·.11ie puzzle. major fro.m; Albuquerque, was
·elected ·ptesrdent of· Alpha .:chi
:0
Omega ·sorority at UNM, ,
_
_ ·
. . ~
, ~
...;:: ·; The.~e .
• .. . ~· 6.,Sid Cal!sl&r crony (3, 6)
, Other officers are Marilyn·•NY... ~
.. - - ~ " ... ~ .. .. · · ~ · .. ·Aaolher·old radio show that thrived : ., 7.:-Wh!:n ..fames Mason went Irish 1 d fi
·
·
-·- ". ~ ..... "' --- -::; - .. • - ·,. 'briefly ·00 teJCY,iiiou: Name
p·iii- ·" , (3; 3; 3)
an , rst v1ce pres1dent; Redd
'pal _._____ hi
hi
d Jilt
be
Torres, second vice. president;·
nl~.f.
hi--=""riioa~·~:ru: B. ~-Ji.fl&.~>n 8 e a at-up &u.t}l:H~WUPOt{d, third,;!d~ej,pr~si
1lf9:.f':. \0~: :··~a:;-:, !P:'~. :: ~ ~
9. Mag Roberts Rinehart potboiler ii~nt?:lJll. .P!;~\\Juqqt;:ct)l~~ ~ Z ::'~
LANSING,- Ql.~ ('CPS)'! ::!I'M' w ~ ,. "" ~- •"<• "' ..,..
(3, 3)
\ :Mtss !;oy IS actl'V~ "o1i C'afiipus
Michigan State Senate voted 15
The Claa
10. Marty s brother in law (S)
as a Chaparul, a member of the
to 14 last week to ask state uniI. Jolie's first frau (S)
11. Sean Connery wooed her (6)
Little .SU.lters ..•of Minerva,. ~nd~a
versity presidents to ban Commu2. Mrs. Aogry Mao (3)
12. Joey, Frances, Ruby et al. (3)
Jtl.eftlb~i! ~f·; Stude~t; St!:il&tt:.'Slte
nists on campuses in the state.
l. Sinatra staggered and stamrd in it
13. Robert Newton rascal (4, S)
was ·a~membe'r <\f"Bp'at~ ·solilidThe resolution-which doe" not
(S 2 4)
14. Jim Amess bit part (3, S)
more women~s- honorary, «:o-chairhave the force of law-was P~dsed
4. 6644-You put in the dashes (7, 3)
IS. Who could forget Papa? (4)
_ni~ri !9'6!;:~6 "Ho.in.e~otp'~ng, ·~;d
only hours before Herbert ApS. 2Downstarrediothismovie(6, 3)
16.1be Straoae One (3, 7)
has &eJ;ved on the commtttees for
thelter was scheduled to spealt at
Qanq>rnt• "'Chest; '·.Ftes'ta,;" Greek
Wayne State University in DeWeek and··freshniim 'brient~tlori;:
troit.
..
-.-¥ ~-_.~....
Senate majority leader R•r:
· ''' .. _.... ·' · ·' ~ -~ · :.~
mond DzeAdzel .iasisteci'. .'ltile> in~~
· · ·•
• · ... ,.. : ,.~ .. ·•· · -:
1
tent ot'.the iesolutio1fhas nothiD~::":
· · ·; ·" ·' ;,1••r
· ·t·<··~
to dp :""~:tree speecll. Jt asks-B
ak bol
. '·'
the insti!.t!!~l}ns to st~JlJ (klt.illitling,,
OW tO m e a
d Statement.
'' '
••• ••·•
the enei,!J.!. ;to infiltra~~.: UJIClll a ·
·
captive :auiltence."-·
.
You're making a statement when
C.,,.
.. . .
The r~solution ..did~.no£ .mention
you wear this Arrow Cum Laude.
,:.,.,
Aptheker by-tlnnil.l bilt; rrzeii'dzet.:
An antique gold and brown boxed
,z:.,
said that is who· it wQs"mitiaiW.
aimed'.at.·Aptheker is also );~:lied"...:
in with burgundy. With authentic
uled to speak' at' ~ther Michigan
detailing, too. Gently flared
campuses in tlie near future.
button-down collar. Back collar
In Baton Rouge, .. La., · the
button and box pleat. Shoulder
American Legion. and the ·veter;
to waist taper. "Sanforized",
' ' ..
:. " '
ans of Foreign Wars have l!egun.
a drive to outlaw Communist
of course. $5.00. Wear it and
speakers .on state-supported ·cammake a statement:
puses in Louisiana.
it's great to be alive.
The veterans group was readBold N B eed b
ing to the appearance at Louisiew r
f
ana State University of Albert
D DOTA T.
Nelson, a member of the editorial
--~
I' Jl.,~
board of the magazine Spartacist.
An a'·owed Communist, Nelson
advocated the overthrow of lhe
U.S. government in a talk before
the LSU Student Liberal Federation.
Gov. John J. McKeichen called
for an FBI investigation of N elson. The governor said the only
place Nelson should be allowed to
speak is in jail.
The LSU chancellor said the
university did not endorse anything said at the meeting but defended the role of a university
as a "forum for various discussions.''
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Engineering Dept~
Holds Open House·
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WASHINGTON (CPS)-·There
is no unique advantage in separate education for men and
womE!n," William H. c. Prentice,
president of Wheaton College,
told a Washington area alumni
mE!eting this week.
Prentice said he would be surprised indeed it separate schools
for men and women were still in
existence in 50 years.
Prentice said one possibility
was that Wheatop .nnd other girls'
s~ho!)ls.. might become co-educatiOnnl. "Wil have no plans in that
direction_ at present, however."

Car:e.e~rs.

Offered

Representatives of the Atonuc
Energy ·Commission'a college recruttment program will be on
campus Feb. 24 as part of the
AEC's continuing search· for outstanding young graduates in the
fields of management, engineering
and the physical sciences.
Interviews are being scheduled
now through the Placement Office.
The agency has about 160 openings for men and women with a
B avernge or above who will earn
Bachelor's or Master's degrees in
1966.
No Written Exam
While AEC will make its selection on a nationwide basis, ~here
will be no written exam and those
who are selected will be notified
a few weeks after the interview.
Each new graduate will be assigned, immediately after graduation, to a professional level job
at one of 15 AEC locations
throughout the United States.
···After the first year, there will
be advanced educational opportunities for those with the 'Jlecessary qualifications.
Starting salaries for new graduates ran~e from $6,500 a year
for an accounting specialist with
a Bachelor's Degree, to 8,400 for
scientific and tecbnical specialists
with a Master's Degree.
Standards High
All employees, under AEC's
special new-graduate· program,
have a chance to learn about the

Burtons Return

'Monster' Seen

. ROME -WPI)- Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton are returning to Rome •.. the scene of
their first love where they made
the filming of . "Cleopatra" fout·
years ago. This time, they will be
filming · "The Taming of the
Shrew" beginning March 21st.
The vanguard of the Taylor-ll11rton family already bas arrived
. . . six dogs, one cat and two

LONDON (UPI) -British experts say a photograph allegedly
showing Scotland's famed Loch
Nes1! monster depicts what is
"probably an animate object."
They say the object in the photograph is about ·92 feet long, not
less than six feet wide and five
feet high. It apparently moves at
10 miles an hour. The experts,
have not stated that this object

r •

·Ato·mic ··Energy

'
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Lobo Advertisers
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Unusual Things From

11gency'15 over-all operations. For
those who are. assigned to one of
the field offices, there will be a
3009 C::entral NE
short training period at AEC
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
headquarters, in Germantown,
Maryland, just outside of Wash- children,
iliU
UlllllllllniiiiiiiHIIIiiiiiiiiMIIIIIIIIUH.IIY I
ington, D. C., silmetime during the
grst. year.
Come On .Across the Street to
AEC offices where new graduates may be assigned are Iocated at Bethesda, Maryland; Germantown, Maryland; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Grand Junction,
'
Colorado; . Las .. Vegas, Nev11da; ·
·Idaho Falls, Idaho; Richland,
247-00~
Washington; Berkeley, California;
•
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Oak .
'Ridge, Tennessee; Aiken, South
Carolina; Upton, Schenectady nnd
New York City, New Y<!rk, and
··Chicago, Illinois.
AEC Personnel Director Arthur L. Tackman has commented, .
•"Our standards are high, for we
·expect these young people to·be-.
come tomorr.ow's key officials. The
Federal serVice, AEC in particuetc.)
.
.
.
'
Jar,. deserves=.the finest young
.._
,...,,,,,
''''
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
J s u u u a uu u ; u u u s e u u a
'talent it. can find..'' •
More details on career opportunities with- AEC are available
through':: tile ..Rlacement Office, ·Or
one of:AEC's 'local.offices.
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FRANK'S THE PIZZA KING

.

2600 CENTRAL SE

NOW THRU MARCH 31!

LOBO SPECIAL

PIZZA~;~e! ~~~~A~!~:ge-Mushroom,
... ...

$1.25
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National Bucking
·Asked by Senofor .
BELEN, N:M. (LOBO Special)
-Senator .Touph M. Montoya (D'New :Mexico) ealled lut nicht for
national unity in,the war in J;lou~h
VietNam.
Speaking at a teatimo,.;al din~ ..
ner in his honor here. Senator .
:Montoya told his audience that
Viet Nam is the single most important issue facing the Ameriean people at this time.
"It is of the utmost importance
that we maintain our national
unity liere at home. Critiei11ms of
the President only gives encougagement to the enemy to keep the
fighting going, and postpones the
time when bloodshed will end," he
declared.
''We are engaged in a hard
and bitter struggle with Communist tyranny in Viet Nam,
and I am sorry to say the end is
nowhere in sight," the New
Mexico Senator said.
"Viet Nam is just one more
chapter in the bitter history of
Communist attempts to spread
their poisonous philosophy . to
countries which have been able
so far to escape infection.''
The war, he said, "is a strug•
gle to decide whether a people
shall have the right to choose
their own IJOiitical destinY, or
whether they shall have a Com··
munist government imposed on
tltent through violence and subversion.
"As the most successful democ,
t•acy in history, and as the leader
of the free world, we have the
duty to see that small countries
are not gobbled up by Red imperialists whether the strings are
pulled from Moscow, Peking ot•
Hanoi.''
Although we are determined
not to surrender South Viet
Nam to the Communists, the·
Senator said, we have also.
stated again and again this
country's willingness to nego·
tiate an honorable settlement.
"Nothing has come of our offers, and until something does,we
have no choice but to meet force
with force.''
Senator Montoya said he is
convinced that the Communists
will negotiate when they finally
realize that the United States will
not abandon South VietNam.
"That is what happened in
Korea, it happened in Berlin, it
happened in Cuba and in otbl!r
places s.rpund: . .t~e world,'' · :~e
pointed' ·oUt.·
'· ·

::

FREE&FAST
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"Let's unplug,the cOmP\Ite·r,I:,oys!'
Start· ·thinking!"
..

.•

.
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.

'
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.

•

A lot of people believe that someday
computers will do all their thinking
for them.
Well, a funny thing is going to
happen on the way to the future:
You're going to have to think
harder and longer than ever.

Computers can't dream up things
like,Picturephone service, Telstar®
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
have made. Of course, we depended
on computers to solve some of the
problems connected with their
development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
. human intelligence.

a practical way to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we'll have someday.
It takes individuals ••• perhaps you
could be one ... launching new
ideas, proposing innovations
~nd dreaming dreams.

,
~"

And someday, we're going to have to
find a way to dial locations in space.
Makes you think.

And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let's say •.• or find
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WASH ED OUT LIQUOR
The Resolutions Committee at the Democratic Pre-primary
Convention didn't even bother to water down a proposed
Fair Trade Liquor Law repeal. They simply killed it. An attempt to.introduce it on the floor apparently fizzled.
WE ARE AGAIN forced to compliment the liquor lobbyists on their successful perversion of the democratic process.
Talking to a Republican pre-primary candidate who was
speaking on campus last night, we found there wasn't much
hope for a strong repeal ~esolution on their side,· either.
He told us that two county representatives, Republicans,
by the way, courageously backed the repeal bilUn the legislature last year only to suffer economic ·retributions against
their private businesses wrought by angry liquor interests.
He said that in the face of this economic retaliation, it was
hard to find people who were willing to risk representing
public opinion against our liquor friends. He predicted that
a repeal bill could be passed if there was adequate finapcial
backing to offset the liquor money.
·
IT SEEMS TO us, though, that its time for the public to
take things into their own hands. Apparently, the normal
processes of democratic proceedure are blocked to them. We,
therefore, recommend a try at a referendum petition. If the
public is ready to assert its will in state government, the
time is ripe for a liquor repeal.--James Janson
t

BASKETBALL ANYONE?
The LOBO staff hereby cha1Ianges Student Council to a
game of basketball, time and place to be arranged at their
convenience. We do so in order that they may be given a
chance to have satisfaction for the terrible defeat they suffered in last semester's footbaU game.

logical advances objectively. '£he
By TliOMAS Of<MSBY
The current i>;sue of Life maga- lntest gimmick is the dating
zine features an in_teresting, gnme. Boys and girls fill out IBM
amusing and true-to-life article on cards, and they are fed to the
the perplexities of Jiving in the machine, which al).a!yzes the likes
and dislikes of hundreds of poscomputer age.
sible couples, iif!ally ar~·iving at
More specifically, it deals with what it feels is the ideal mate.
The University's cave exploring
the problems that everyday Mr.
This procedure' has seen a large club, Sandia Grotto, will meet at
and Mrs. America face when it degree of success, and many a 8 p.m. in the SUB, Thuraday, Feb,
comes t9 the ever increasing num- fine romance has begun, and en- 24. The club's membership is open
ber of c9mpanies, small and large, dured, thanks to he farsightedness to anyone at the university, and
that have switched to electronic of these new trnnsis torized everyone interested in exploring
bookkeeping.
matchmakers. We can look for- and studying caves for recreation
It wasn't bad enough that we · ward to the day, as parents, when is urged to attend.
were ·confr9nted with a constant our children will rush through a
The meeting will feature a slide
parade of account numbers in our meal, hastily dress, and scurry lecture on Dry Cave, a cave not
mailbox. The telephone company out the· door with the parting re- far , from Carlsbad Coverns. A
and the post office have joined the mark, "Don't wait up for me, I'm number of caving trips being
bandwagon with area codes and going out on a. data.''
planned for the future will also
zip ·numbers to speed up, so we're
Don't for one moment think be discussed.
told, the process.
that you can avoid this flood of
Credit cards, bank accounts, numbers. At this very moment, this mention of numbers is exmagazine subscriptions, drivers' somewhere, there is a machine aggerated, just rem.ember, good
licen»es, income taxes and even which silently weighs your life American, that the new national
personalities all have been re- in balance. If you think that all hero is 007.
duced to long and complex digits,
Even one men's magazine refeu
' to spinsters these days as unlusted numbers;
The end to all this is not in
sight-in fact, the data ·fad has
just begun. As more and more
firms convert, to computer processed syste~ps, we will face eV;)Il
more of a dilemma trying to store
in our memory banks the endless
·numbers that come out of the
machines.
We read with sympathetic
amusement of persons trying to
dial a 13-digit long-distance number, only to find that they have
contacted Honolulu instead of
Belen. After shuffling through a
great reserve of numbers, they
finally recall that they have dialed
a zip code instead.
Computers, as is their trait,
are impersonal, as many a student
soons learns at registration time.
In the course of enrollment, if a
computer thinks that a nice,
sweet ,innocent young girl should
he plR~t>d in a men·~ to11ch football class, there is little that can
change its mind. The electronic
brains also resent having their
4-X-9 envoys bent, folded. and
mutilated, as it tends to confuse
the poor machines, and they do
all sorts of wild things.
But We can look upon techno- "AND TO THING WE USE TO POUND TYPEWRITERS."

Spelunkers to Show
'Dry Cave' Slides

LETTERS TO THE LOBO EDITOR

I.c.tWrs arc wclcomei and should be 110
longer than 250 words, typewritten, double
sprl~Ed~ Name, telephone .number and ad·
dress must be included, although name will
be willlhcld upon request.

A REAL ISSUE
one helped a little the burden -of ALWAYS AND EXCLUSIVELY measure of respect for the Stars
Dear Sir:
work would be greatly lifted. FREEDOM FOR THE ONE and Stripes. We do not particuWHO THINKS DIFFERENT- larly enjoy seeing it draped over
A student al; this university de- Your chance to aid can be today.
rives cerfain benefits and rewards
At the present. time there- is a. LY.'' But in not supporting the undeserving catalagquM, nor
from being a member of the stu- newly proposed .Associated Stu- Viet Nam war and our part in it, handled disrecpectfully by those
dent community and from being a dents Oonstitution before the stu- a contradiction of this philisophy who have no regar.d for it.•
member of the Associ.ated Stu- dent body. This Conntitution can appears.
I might warn those demtmstratThe United States is in Viet ors' who now enjoy sanctuary bedents. As a member, he is pro- help student government become
flded with a bombardment of cul· more representative, more ex- Nam for many reasons, some hjnd our flag, this this coming
tura.l events, films f<!r enter~i~,- .,ediet~t, and provide it vrith better selfish and some altruistic-. 'But. fall there will be a new 'breed of
ment, clubs and organizations· and quicker ·lines "of-conununiea- 'bii.sically, in supporting the S9Uth students on campus. They will be
which he may join, special events tion. I am not trying here to con- Vietnamese "government," are we for th most part, veteran& who
such as Homecoming and Fiesta, vince anyone to vote to adopt the . 110t supporting the right of a mi~ have been given an opportunity
and many special -seryicesr'"Whieh ·' ~e"' COnlltitUtion. I am, however, nority to e:xist? (FRE:EDOM' IS for an education through the new
are forgotten from day to day.
trying to promote a sense of ALWAYS AND EXCLUSIVELY "G.I.'' bill of rights; 1 ttoubt if
Being a student at this univer· awareness of what js at stake, It FREEDOM FOR Tli:E ONE they will look with favor upon
sity should also en4til a. sensi; of. is· not .some far-fe~hed ideal~ it WHO THINKS DIFFERENT- those who use our flag in mocKery.
, .P~-q\ Bunr!y
responsibility-.a sense of~respqn.• is lliJ .real '!s the We~nesday night· LY;) Have minority political
sibility not only to your organiza!; d11~1:e qf Ftesta or. thiS uewspaper. opinions ever been . g}'anted full
tion or your fellow students, but j\.U .I ask yol,l do is :COnside~ th!s· and ·equal freedom in Communist
M.EMORl~S
a responsibility to yoursetf'. You ~~~r .and. do what you thmk .xs countries?. Unfortunately not.
1.
hope
these·
liberals
can
see
Editor:
owe it to yourself to know exactly JUstifiable.
,
. .
Llr)'lne
FrindeWs
editorial
where and how your activity . . fee
· ·Wayne Tvrdik . beyond just .the .moral". issues of
the
war
and
s_top.
supporting
the
(LQJlO,
;Feb.
17,
1966),
which
is being used. However, the gen·violation
of
(as
·James
A.
Ken~
bore
the'
headline
''Standing
Room
eral attitude of a majority of .
· :. CONFUSlON
nedy · states-:-Lono; :Feb. 17).: Only/~ revived old memories of a_
students is one of apathy and Dar EditQ.r-.
. .
l have found the recent SDS ''the crincept that the 4ialectic,al petaonllt::~xperienee a few years
nostalgic inclinations. For· ex~
.ago when 1 searched for a proample, at the last special election Soul Discussion on Viet Nam and clash of opinions is the best W.aY
to fill a vacant seat on Council (if John Lewis's SNcc· speech, both to arrive at policies that are vocative title for a Master's
thesis man.uscript on the little
. ")'ou do not know what COuncil is sponsored by liberal campus democratic and workable.''
· I hope that this "liberal line;' . theater movement. After ruling
just turn to the sports page) less groups, confusing. lt seems that
out such titles a11- 1'SALT on the
than 10 per cent of the student the liberal viewpoints disettssed contradiction can' be worked out;
by
the
adoption
of
a
more
con•
Stnge"
and "Players 'iii the Park,"
body turned out to vote; a 'poor by SDS atJiants and LeWis genersistent
and
educated
view
of
the
I
finally
ngreed on one , which
return 0n one of our blost trea.S· ally sUpport . the civil · rights.
first pttb1ication in
identified
my
issues
in.
the
Vietnamese
war.
ured rights. So I say that we movement, anti-Vieinamel!!e war
Yours
truly,
.
the
profession
- "Standing R®tn
should now start to look to our demonstrations, and do not supOnly.;
A
History
of ·the San .An·
.
.
.
Martha
Van
.Delit~der
student government in a new port U.S. intervention in , South
j:oilio
Little
Theatre,
1912-1962"
'light and with new enthusiasm. ":iet Nam. In support of the civil
. TO 'tHE LEFT, .
. • (W a~o: Texian Press, 1964).
We should search and find stagna- nghts Jr!ove~ent and freedom of
.
· · It 1s interel!ting to note bow an
tion and worn parts in the. rna- spee~h and .d!ssent, Rosa Luxem- · Dear Sir:
In· the future, 1 ~SUggest that idea with reference to aesthetics
cbinery of our government and re· burg s definttton of freedom seems .
. lace them with new and better commonly accepted (LOBO, Feb. SNNC, SDS, and 11. feW, other "to can also be appJled to a practical
:arts. This. is the fulfillment of 17): "Freedom only for the sup- .the left face march1t organiza- problem in search of a solutionour responsibility.
·
porters of the government, only ti(lns leave the American· flag out the sitdowns without a cause in
l realize that not everyone has for members of one party-how- of tlteir p~Jychopatbic denionstra• "Mitchell Hall and other elassthe time or ability to help run ever numerous they may be-is tions. There are too many people room buildings.''
Felix D. Almaraz
· • • . lltudent govemnient, but; if every- · , no freedqm at alh ¥REEDOM ·lS . (inicluding. studentll) who have a

s.

AMAZEMENT
Dear Editor:
When I subscribed to the Lobo
I expected to find a prevailing element of liberality on the editorial
page. Imagine my amazement to
read the production headed "Poor
Taste Seen In 24 Hour Vigil,"
by Tom Ormsby. The whole piece
would have done credit to ~
Birchite editorial•. "
, •. ,
The whole . llrticl~ was so dis·
gusting to me .that I feel compelled to register a p1i)d dissent.
Your space restrictions compel me
to confine myself to two points in
the article that show the bias and
intolerance of Mr. Ormsby. The
third paragraph, so :far ·as Mr.
Ormsby is concerned se.ttles the.
whole queation when he winds it
up by saying. "participation of
James Kennedy, self confessed
Communist.'' (A "confession,'.' of
course, is an admission of some
wrongdoin~.) 1 ask the question .
for anyone to answer: does this
remark not show bias? Honest
differences of opinion are .normal
but bias should never appear on
any university compus.
The second point in the article
is embra~:ed in the last paragraph
where th.e author seeks a method
and desire .to evict an American ·
citizen from the United States be~
cause be.· criticizes the policy be·
ing i'ollowed by his government.
'I'bere is only one category -in
which 1 can place such a sugges•
tion-stupidity.
• :. . .
.
l am quite :favorably impressed '
with the·. other editorials ··in this
same issul! of the Lobo, .. , . .. · · "·

a

•

· "

Wiltlam

n.:sui~~tt!: ··: ·
•'

y
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Board Members
Elected by Alumni

Selfish Interests
Rule Legislation
ByBILLWAID
State Representative Cliff llawley told Young Republicans last
uight that in New Mexico, "We
have the danger of drifting into
a one party :;ystem.'' llawley is
campaigning for the Republican
nomination for governor.
Hawley characterized representation in the House as "lopsided.'' There are 59 Democrats
and 18 Republicans in the llcuse.
With such ''lopsided" representation, "Hawley said, "you're over
the barrel w get good legislation
for the people.''
''There is always • • • a selfish
interest behind special legislation," Hawley eontinued. He remarked that little legislation is
passed "for the benefit of the people.''
Hawley referred to the Highway Beautification Project as an
tllxample of a "trick w take
power.'' The Federal government,
according to Hawley, advises a
state to beautify its highways or
see the funds allocated for that
purpose distributed to other
states. He pointed out that tbe
Bureau of Public Roads has not
established guidelines for the distribution of these funds and that
they can therfore be used as political leverage.
Taxes wm have to be raised. in
New Mexico, Hawley asserted, to
cover increased spending. Proposed spending for the next fiscal
year is ~189,000,000 while expected income is only $170,000,000. The difference is supposed to
be:ma® up by a $19,000,000 surplus predicted by Goernor Jack
Campbell. Hawley noted that the
Governor has not shown the legislature any evidence of this surplus.
ln response to questions, Dawley stated that he approved the
retention of right to work laws.
He said he felt the people of each
state should be able to c:hoose
whether they will have sueh laws.
Hawley noted that the people of
New Mexico had upheld ri~~:ltt ~
wwk laws in a referendum.
·
Asked whom he would prefer to
face if be wins the Republican
nomination, Hawley said, ''I
would like to run against Burroughs. He's a :formidable opponent but he bas a record . . . a
bad one.''
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gomery, Hobbs; Charles Pineau,
Las Cruces, and Dr. George
Mertz, Phoenix,

Sixteen UNM alumni have been
elected to tht·ee-yenr terms on the
Board of Directors o:f the UNM
Alumni Association. Seven of the
16 have been re-elected.
New members to ~erve until
1969 are Dave Matthews and Jim
Snead, Santa Fe; Dan Myers and
Larry Wi\lcut, Albuquerque; Mrs.
Charles E. Weld and Fred Prevost, Silver City; Randall Mont-

LISTEN TO KNMD

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Furi Thing$ From

MEXICO
3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

Schroeder. Wilson
Pharmacy
1::
3100 Central Ave.

at Richmon!l

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
Week days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open most Holidaya

CLIFF liAWLEY

. -..,....
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(J>hoto by Kendall)

Fr" Pelivery

Pass this difficult
and challenging 7-part test
and win a free ,
GENIUS button!
')_ .

-· •

1

RHC Threatens

Condlelight Vigil
By LYNNE FRINDELL
LOBO Stall' Writer
Mesa Vista dormitory is
threatening to bold a 24-hour
candlelight vigil if the UNM ad·
ministration does not act on Resi·
dence Halls Council's request w
improve the lighting. around the
UNM dormitories.
..
At RBC's meeting last 1light it
was decided that each dorm would
write a tetter let ·the administra·
tion urging that they ad to illl•
· prove on-calil.pua lighting. If this
does not work, the ..:andle!ight
vigi111'ill be held; RBC deeided~
A report on a free washer and
dryer service was also· presented
to RHC. In a survey of 2,000 students, R11C i't'!Ceived 974 replie$.
Seven hundred and twenty-five
students were in favor of a free
washer-dryer service for the resi- ·
denee halls.
If the Idea of free washers and
dryer!l is :favorable to the com·
pany that owns them now; an
extra $6 assessment will be made
on eaeh student. 'I'his assessment
will be included in the seMester
room and boar-d fee.
Mesa Vista reported that it was
sppnaoring a eollege -bowl similar
to the liationatly televised college
bowl. They iloW want tet organize
· an inter-4m:lll colllpetition alo1,1g
this line. Ca11h prizH would be
awarded.
In other action, RHC diseus!led
the regional RHO conventioil that
will he held a* UNM next ye~r
,and a·leadetllhip•retreat for dorm
leaders at tbe Lawtence raneh at
Taos. No . .action was taken .on
.\eitbtlf'iubj«t:'' 1 I • ''• -, lr · r,'

General Eleetrie is passing out ~NltJS button_s. What's the point?
We want to spread.the word that their partieular field of interest.
there's room at General Electric .. lf you want to be recognized'for
for talented people who want
your talents come to General ·
to take on big challenges.
··.Elec!tric, where the young men
are important men.
·
w~ like to call the.se people
GENIUSES. But what they're . And be among the nrst on your
·· called isn't so important as
· campus to own a genuine
where they're headed. And at the GENIUS button. It will serve as
General Eleetrie Company,
areminder that G.E•••• and .
there's vlenty of room for
GENit1S ••• and important ·
GENIUSES, no matter, what
challenges ••• all go together.

-~
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(Continued from page 1)
remain aloft fo1· as long as a
month. The Russians have dropped.
strong hints that an endurance
attempt of thi~ kind. was in preparation.
Soviet spaceman Ghe1•man Titof
said after Russia's successful attempt to soft-land a rocket "on
the moon earlier this month that
a dog might be the first living
creature to ;reach the moon, But
there was no indi~:ation that Veterok and Ugolyok were bound
for the moon.

Foculty Approves
Policy Statement·

•

White House Seeks Unconditional
Discussion!>
WASHINGTON - The White
House has made it clear that it
seeks "unconditional discussions"
fol' peace in VietNam, The statement says the United States would
abide by results of free elections
in that nation, whatever the outcome, But the White House is opposed to telling South Viet Nam
it must accept Communists in a
coalition government, and it will
not go along with the idea that
the Viet Cong should be represented even if they do not win the
elction.
The statement was aimed at a
proposal by New York Senator
Robert; Kennedy who said that the
Communists should be permitted
"a share of power and responsibility" in a post-war period.
Kennedy however, said at a
news conference yesterday, he is
not suggesting that the Communists be offered an automatic
place in any post-war coalition
government in South Viet Nam.
He added that he saw "no differences" between his view and the
administration's on the issue.
New Secretary Bill Moyers said
that to tell the South Vietnamese
"before elections are held that
they will have to do this or that,
is, in the administration's opinion,
to betray the cause of self-determination that our men are fighting':for now."

(Continued from page 1)
failure to do so is grounds for
veto.
Organizations who wish to
sponsor a speaker ·must consult
their advisor and obtain his opinion and the opinions of such faculty members as he may name, as
to the educational value of the
speaker.
Whether the opinions are favorable or not the students can
still present their speaker.
Also the organization must present the Dean of Students with a
statement containing the name of
the speaker, his affiliation, the
date and the aubjeet of his speech, .:.::::-=::.:._;...::..;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and the audience. The statement
must be presented not less than
one week before making the final
eommitmeata.
The Dean of Students has the
privilege of closing those meetings, as he considers appropriate,
to persons other than students,
1taff or faculty.
The Dean can deny an invitation
on11 if the sponsoring group fails
to conform to stated procedures.
Fail'llre to disappl'ove within three . . ~
daya of submiuion constitute& ap-_ , :.· ..
.
'

· 9EOY&\.

.

,

.

~.,.~~.-

~ : •

Groups may appeal any deciiliOD,e.

ol the Dean of Students to the

.

Community College
Takes Registrations
Registration for the UNM noncredit evening clas&es continues
through Tuesday, Feb. 22; John
Bobruff, assistant director of extension said.
Open to adults, regardless of
educational background, most
classes convene for two hours
weekly, cost $15 and provide a
wide choice of subject matter.
Registrations are being accepted at the Community College
office, upstairs in the Administration building, from 8 a.m. until
noon, 1 to 5 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.,
Mond;1y and Tuesday.

Lobo Fate Called
'Added Certainty'
John Mooney of the Salt Lake
Tribune mentioned in his column
of Feb. 7 a little something about
the Lobos.
"Added to the certainties of
death and taxes is the knowledge
at this time every year New Mexico's basketball coach will launch
· a public demand for national recognition and his club will begin
losing games.''

Professor Na~~d
Nuclear· Ch·airman
'
'

.

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

;.•

mathematics, Dr. Julius R. Blum
and Dr. Simon T. Kao (Gow) will
attend; Dr. Stanislaw Ulam from
the Univerf\it.y of Colorado will
be featured s;peaker.

••

Radio Station KNMD at U~M
has named Harry Joseph man·
ager.
The station broadcasts by !!ar-

.- .J

2..7-8210

rier currept to the .cam;pus re&l~
dence halls. Joseph, who lives at
3221 Morris NE, recently completed course work for a rna6ter's
degree in radio, TV and films at
Kansas University. He currently
is . wor)dng on his thesis. He is
a. member of both the professional
journalism ;md the ;professional
broadqasting fraternities.

•

·I
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The University's International
Club will stage a festival Sunday,
Feb, 27 at the Student Union Ball-·
l'OOm.

The function will feature booth
displays, representing differe1it
nations, folk dances, native costumes and festive foods.
The program will be open ~o
the public with. an admission
charge.

•·
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UNM STUDENT NIGHT
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To any kid

Every Thursday-7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

5112

Coppe~:"
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SE ..

Dial 255-8504
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Acting consul at the German
consulate in· Houston, Arnulf
Mattes, will arrive this Thursday
at 11:57 a.m. He will speak before the UNM Economics Club in
Room 231 D-E. The public is in., vited~.
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Th~ ~de~,~~~ot ~s:~crazy ~.it,,fuay seem.
.Anynm~::w.e.take a jet up; there are Jl~ost
alway~ leftQ;ve~·-s~at~.
·•
' ·
So it. occuri~d to us th~t we might be able
to. fill a few of.: them, if w~ gave the young
people a break on the fare, and a chance to
.':see the country.
0

The American Youth Plan*
We call the idea the American Youth Plan,
and what it means is this:
American will pay half the jet coach fare
for anybody 12 through 21.
It's that simple.
All you have to do is prove your age (a birth
certificate or any other legal document will do)
and buy a $3 identification card.
We date and stamp the card, and this entitles you to a half-fare ticket at any American
Airlines counter.
The only catch is that you might have to
wait before you get aboard; the fare is on a
standby basis .
"Standby" simply means that the passengers with reservations and the servicemen
get on before you do.
Then the plane's yours.
The American Youth Plan is good year

So here. Catch!

You're now a candidate for an Olda 88, one of the
most formidable machines ever to touch rubber to road! Defta, Dynamic and Jetstar 88-eleven
Toronado-inspired modek in all-ready to rocket you into spring. !tach comes on with standard
eafetv items like windshield washers, back-up lights, more! So buckle up (seat belts are stand·
ard, too) and take the cure! At your Oldemobile Dealer's! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE ~!

.......

round except for a few days before ind after
the Easter, Thanksgiving and Cijiistmas
rushes.
::~.
If you can't think of any places y§p'd like
to go offhand, you might see a tra~el agent
fora few suggestions.
~/
We can't add anything else.
_-·~~
, Other than it's a marvelous oppqrtunity
to just take off.
· ·. ·
·-l~
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Complete this coupon-include your $3.
(Do not send proof of age-it is not needed
f until you have your ID validated.)
In addition to your ID card, we'll also send
you a free copy of AA's Go Go American
with $50 worth of discount coupons.
American Airlines Youth Plan
633 Third Avenue
New York, N. '¥.10017
Name ___________________________
Address'------------City

State

Birth date

Signature

Color of hair

Zip_

l
f

I
I

Color of eyes
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German Consul Here
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Future Teacher
Interviews Held

I

,;

', .. : !•

..

The following "On-Campus"
Teacher Interviews are scheduled
for the last two weeks in February:
Mr. Harris C. Cousineau, Director of Personnel from the Grossmont Union High School District,
Grossmont, California, will be interviewing for all levels Secondary Education (Grades 9-12) oa
Tuesday, Feb. 22, from 9 a.m.
until 5 p.m.
· Mr. Lynn L. Pace, Administrator of Personnel Services,
Downey Unified School District,
Downey, California, will be interviewing for Elementary Teachers
(Grades 1 through 6), Secondary
Teachers (Math, Chemistry, Industrial Arts) and Reading Specialists· for both Elementary and
Secondary on Thursday, Feb. 24,
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. This
schedule has been filled but if you
are interested in talking with Mr.
Pace, please stop by Placement
for possible special arrangements.
.Mr. R. K. Petrat, Personnel
Consultant for Torrance Unified
School District; Torrance, California, will be interviewing for
Elementary Teachers (K-8) and
all areas of Secondary Education
except Social Studies, Boys' P. E.
and Biology.
If you are interested in scheduling for any of the above intsrviews, please stop by the Placement Bureau.

;'1

-

...

Student Affairs Committee. They
laave the power to decide all
appeals.

.I

•

The f;:o!lege ; of Engineering
honor i•oll for the first semester
shows 147 students with scholastic averages of 3-point-:mro or better on a 4-point-zero seal<!.
Dean Richard Clough announced that eight of the ·engineering students earned perfect
4-po,int-zero recoJ;'ds ..

•
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Different Things From

Regular Admission 90c - with 1.0. Card 65c
Skate Rental 35c

LIGHTER REPAIR

LOBO

ICE
SKATING

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
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25-26. Two . UNM profes$ors of

A conference on pure and applied math(lmatics will be held at
New Mexico Tech in Socorro, Feb.

OLD TOWN.

The ''in'' thing to do
·,\ is~~h Ql~. sa Swing..OF«;y~r.
-

NEW MEXICO

Campus
· Briefs

tiona! Reactor Testing. Station in
Idaho, Los Alamofii ,S,!!itmtific Laboratory and the Sand~a Laboratory.

Dr. Wi!lis L. Everett, professor of nuclear · .engineering at
UNM ' has been named chairman
..
of nuclear
educat\o.n aml trammg
programs for a group. of Rocky
Mountail) universities,
Dr. Everett's ' committee will
work primarily on setting up faculty research grants, graduate
fellowships, summer research programs, symposiums, conferences
and other cooperative research
efforts.
These programs are oriented toward the AEC laboratories in the
Rocky Mountain region, the Na-
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Lobes Bolstered
By. Mel's Return ,
With New Mexico's Mel Daniels back in the groove the chances
for the Lobos taking victories over
Brigham Young and Utah on the
road this weekend grow brighter.
Daniels scored 34 points against
Denver and led the W olfpaek in
rebounding. He is leading all Lobo
scorers with a 20.8 .average. The
closest man to him in scoring is
Bill Morgan with a 13.5 overage.
Coach King says that Daniels
appears to be "ready" and was
highly pleased with his performance against the Denver Pioneers
on Saturday night. He also had
praise fpr Jim, Patterson, Jim
Howard and Jim Jolutson.
Against Wyoming Daniels got
20 points and pulled down 15 rebounds. The DU game was the
fifth in which he has hit SO or
more points and the 54 point
weekend upped his season total
to 396 points.
Ben Monroe and Jim Patterson
follow Daniels and Morgan in
scoring. Monroe is hitting the
nets at a 12.8 clip and Patterson
is averaging 11 points per game.
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JOHNSTON
ON
WAY UP

Lost P\oce Lobos
1oke to the Rood
The UNM basketballers, in the
unfamiliar role of cellar dweller,
go back on the road this weekend
for WAC games with fourth place
Brigham Young and league lead- ·
ing Utah.
The Lobos are presently 2-4 .in
the race after taking their knocks
last week in Wyoming. Wyoming
blasted the Lobos 104-85 last F.riday but the Lobos rebounded the
following night with an 86-77 nonconference win over Denver. The
split on the road gives Coach Bob
King's club a 14-6 mark for Friday's game with BYU in Provo
and Saturday's clash in Salt Lake
with Utah.
New Mexico has to break out
of its present losing streak if it
hopes to finish above last place
but it will be a tough assignment
this week. The Lobos opened
leagUe play with wins over Wyoming (69-57) and Brigham
Young (81-78) but since then has
lost four straight. It ali started
with a last second 57-55 loss to
Utah and since then UNM has
been dropped by Arizona in two
overtimes, Arizona State by six
points and Wyoming by 19 points.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertlollll
muat be aubmitted by noon on day before
Sam Snead is favored to win pUblication to Room 159, Student Publioahis third straight PGA seniors tion• Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
.
FOR SALE
trophy . championship at Palm '55 BUICK
Tudor, $175,00, Anytime after
5 p.m. call 247·4672. 307'h Stanford BE.
Beach, Florida, this week. Snead,
2/23, 24, 25.
who is 52, heads the list of enGOOD
used
furniture
made
by
Drexel : 1
tries in the 115-thousand-dollar
bedroom suite, 1 dining room suite, one
tourney that opens Thursday and
small cabinet. Call R. D. Norman : omce,
277·3205 or home, 256-6577.
2/23-3/10
runs through Sunday. Golfers
PERSONALS
must be at least 50 years old to FLYING-Flying at the cost of Bharlng
expenses (about $5.00 per hour), LEARN
compete.
the basiCll of flight thec!ry and application.
-~~--Call. Wade Helm, 247·1125.
S:ERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair, Spedal
rates to UNM student. on all maehinl!ll.
The Philosophy Club will meet
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Type•
Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m., at 20~ Spruce
writel.' Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.
NE. Carl A. Calvert wdl , spe~k
PERSONALIZED and ereatlve alteratlonl
011 "lnductioll and Deduet.IOn . m
and rt!lb'ling. Sewing and mending. Mn.
Aristofle's , Theory of SCienttfie
. Holl.w1 2G7 Stanford BE (close to Unlver'11
.,
\!·2·7533,
,
Knowledge. ~ . • ·:t t', • ., 1 t , t ' ' '~ " ,lty),
. jP}IPilC!f
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Thursday, February 24, 1966

THE ISRAELIAN POTI'ERY IS held by Indian student Piyush
Shah who is in native dress for the Fourth Annual International
Festival Sunday. With Shah is Jane Zion, fine arts major, who
lived ten years in Israel.
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Cramming
Clowning

Crashing
Pubbing
Frugging
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PE
Shirts and
of
FORTREL:'1 and cotton

Write now for Summ"r Bulletin, class
schedule and application for Summer
Quarter Registration to:
Director of. Summer Q.uorterCalifornia Wuterri' University

3902 lomaland Drive
San Diego, California 92106 ·

From dawn to
they're really with it ... Permanently pressed 50% FO~P-QI3!:;
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy from
early classe!l to just-one-morefrug at midnight ••• and they're
guaranteed for one year's notmal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
fuU range of colors and styln.

SEE

IIMII'S

201 1 SW

FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGX.ER
SHIRTS & SLACKS

or write

At New Orleans

Navy ROTC Drill Team
Wins Ma.rdi Gras l-lonors
By MIKE MONTGOMERY
The Drill Team and Sword
Team of the UNM Naval Reserve
Officexs Training Corps took top
honors in drill competition at the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans last
Sunday,
The as memb!!r combined Drill
and Sword t.,am Jllll<'P<I flr"t

San Diego, Calil.
Three Week Graduate Courses starting
June 27, July 18 and August 8. Eleven
Week Undergraduate Quarter June 20Sept. 2.
Nationally prominent visiting faculty
inc I u de Mauree Applegate, James
Costar, A. Sterl Artley, Frank Mcintyre,
Hermon Estrin, Leslie MacMit~hell and
others.
Special courses in ~uidance, Profes•
sional Standards,
Creative Writing,
Teaching the Mentally Retarded, Teach·
ing of Reading, and others.
Campus overlooks the Pacific Ocean
providing a cool climate.
On campus dormitory Facilities avai I·
able for single and married students.
Outstand•ng recreational and entertain·
men! opportu~itfes including beaches,
soiling, surfing, fishing, Old Mexico,
Sea World, San Diego Zoo, Balboa Park,
open air Light Operas and Symphonies,
National Shakespeare Festival.
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Medical School Expanded Huber ond Webru;..
T 0 Four-Year Curriculum Disagree on Right

3 Exhibits Open
At Art Museum

WESTERN
UNIVERSITY

·,

Council Asks Pu Oard
To Clarify. Negotiations

Glenn Yarbrough
Will Appear Here

MEL DANIELS

,.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Don Hoover, the fifth starter_ is
averaging 6.6 points per game.
UNM's offense is now averaging 77.2 points per game while
the defense is giving up 66,3. The
Lobos continue to dominate the
boards with a 946-756 edge over
its 20 opponents.
New Mexico is the current cellar dweller, but with Daniels' l'eturn to full-time. action, the Runnin' Redsldns and Brigham Young
Cougars :ilre S';lrely bolstering
their defenses.

Three exhibits associated with
the art. colony of Taos will open
Sunday at the UNM Art Museum
in the Fine Arts Center. There
will be a reception open to the
public from 1 until 5 o'clock.
Scheduled to hang through
March 13, the shows will include
75 drawings of Andrew Dasburg,
a noted artist who has lived in
New l\'lexico for many years. Six
years ago he was . honored by a
retrospective exhibiti!>n circulated
nationally by The American Federation of Arts under a Ford
Foundation
Grant.
Glenn Yarbrough, a crooner
with a classical background, will
The second exhibit will repreappear March 1 in concert at the sent the collection of William H.
UNM Student Union ballroom.
and Rebecca Salsbury James. This
Currently on a cross-country exhibition is an important one.
tour, Yarbrough will be in Albu- It has been assembled over a
querque under sponsorship of the pexiod of many years by Mr. and
Deseret Club, campus organiza- Mrs. James, who have personally
tion for Mormon students on known many of the artists. Incampus.
cluded among the works will be
The concert is the second pre- those of John Marin, Georgia
sented by the Deseret Club which O'Keefe, Alfred Stieglitz and
brought the Three D's in concert Marsden Hartley. Mrs. James is
herself a noted artist of Taos.
last ye~J.r.
The remaining collection in"1Cnown for such records as
"Baby the Rain Must Fall" and dudes 19th century Japanese
''It's Gonna Be Fine," Yarbrough prints from the collection of Mrs.
began his singing career as a Joseph A. Imhof. Now in her 90s,
soloist at Grance Church in New Mrs. Imhof is the widow of the
internationally known painter
York at the age of eight.
He attended St. John's College whose paintings of Indians occuin Annapolis, the "Great Books" pied the main gallery of the Ancollege, and later studied classical thropology Museum.
A continuing show in the Art
Greek and Pre-Socratic philosoMuseum
includes recent paintings
phy at Mexico City with thoughts
by
'Jess
Reichek who works priof becoming a philosophy promarily
in
black and white.
fessor.
General chairman of the coming
concert is Mark Young, AlbuquerWAC College Bowl
que, president of the Deseret
UNM
representatives of the
Club. He has placed tickets on
Western
Collegiate Association
sale at the Student Union ticket
are
looking
for students and facbooth, Record Rendezvous in Winulty
to
participate
in the WAC
xoek and Reidling's Music Co.
College Bowl. The. program simiJar to the G.E. College Bowl will
be held in Salt Lake City at BrigTwo Scholarships
The Faculty Women's Club is ham Young University April 1-2.
offering· two scholarships to
SUMMER SESSION
junior or senior women. Applications for the $175.50 scholarship
By The Sea
must be in the Student Aid office
before. nrareh 15.
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Students Debate
Unity in Religion
By YOLA GUADI
The first in n series of lecturediscussions involving the verious aspects of the "New Reformation" of the Catholic Church
was sponsored by the Newman
Center last night.
The problem of bringing about
contemporary unity in religion
was explored in a discussion led
by Rev. Gilbert Roxburgh. O.P. of
the Newman Center and Mr. Norman Thorson of Luther House.
Although the basic defferences
between the Catholic and Lutheran. religions were used as points
of departure for the discussion,
they were shown to illustrate the
reasons fo rlaek of unity between
all Chistian religions.
Father Uoxburgh observed, at
the beginning of the discussion,
that Christianity as it is now is
fragmented, "torn apart" and opposed to biblical design; a basic
• fault stemming from the misunderstandings of men as they have
interpreted the meaning of Christianity.
Unitey not uniformity, according to Father Roxburgh, will be
the basis of any progressions toward Christian undestanding, He
said that the theological realities
of baptism involve men in a membership in Christ and no matter
how the baptism ·occurs, it raises
one to supernatural life.
Mr. Thorson, campus chaplin
of J,uther Hpuse, explained that
he believes the main differences
arise from the prin1ary fact that
the true nature of the church is
not understood. He said that most
Christ.ians profess faith in the
same Lord and the same sacra·
mental beliefs but that semantics
are often a barrier to unity. People, he pbserved, often mean to
say the same' things, but due to
small differences barriers to Uti•
derstanding are built and they
fail to communicate,

among 40 other drill teams if! the
"All America Drill Competition"
held during the Thoth Parades
and was awarded an engraved
two-foot trophy fo1· their performance as W!!ll as being assured of another invitation to the
Mardi Gras next year.
In ::.ddlt:ion tv the Thoth

p~

rade, the team marched in two
other parades, Comus and Protins, the latter being the oldest
of all Mardi Gras parades. The
Drill Team's precision routines
included the firing of blank ammunition (450 rounds) and integrated
sword twirling, much to the en·
joymcnt of the eetimated one million spectators.
Drill Team Commander Brian
Webber said that by the third
parade the crowds "knew we were
from Now Mexico and shouted
for us to fire the blanks and throw
our rifles around. Oux reputation
got around pretty fast.
The team was berthed aboard
the USS Lexington, CVS 16,
moored to the Esplanade St.
wharf in the French Quarter.
Money for the trip came from
the NROTC Wardroom Society
and that earned by team members
in cleaning Johnson Gym after all
home basketball games.
This was the second year in a
row that the NROTC Drill Team
has placed in Mardi Gras competition. Lost year's efforts netted
them only fourth place. The team
returned yesterday.

A recommendation to extend the are estimated to be not more than
present two-year curricula of the 50 per cent greater, in any given
UNM School of Medicine to four year, than the cost of continuing
years was approved and money the existing program.
was appropriated by the state
7-.There would be no need for
legislature for that purpose.
major increase in capital outlay
The recommendation was made for :;;everal years.
8-Changes on the nationai
by br. Solomon Papper, chairman
scene indicate a real change in
of the School of Medicine.
Pappe1• based his recommenda- the basic setting for medical education.
tions on the following factors:
9-The attitude of the national
1-The improved quality of the leadership
in medical education
students.
reflects a major change in per2-Students currently enrolled spective toward two-year medical
in the two-year program have ex- schools.
·
pressed strong interest in re10--Present facilities and the
maining at UNM to earn their present nucleus of the stalf indiMD degrees.
cate the development of a high
3-Staff recruiting is inhibited quality program for the third and
by the limitations of the two-year fourth years.
school.
Next year UNM's medical
4-The design of the curricu- school will offer a three-year prolum is limited by the wide variety gram, and the following year it
of the medical schools to which will be a full-fledged four-year
the two-year students must trans- medical school.
fer.
5-Students tend to stay on for
their internship, residency txaining and medical practice in the
place where they obtained their
degree.
6-Cos;ts of expanding from a

'J

To Acquire Debts ·

Dean William Huber, Chairman
of Publications Board appeared
before Student Council last night
to clarify a proposal by Pub
Board that the ASUNM pay-off
debts outstanding on the Publications annex and the new offset
press.
Huber explained that Pub Board
has negotiated a 30 yeax contract
at 5% interest with the UNM,
paying $1,550 yearly on the Pub<;..;~ '
lications annex and the new press.
Principle on the annex is now
down to $14,000. The offset press
cost about $14,000.
Council Would Save
Huber noted that Council had
recently invested part of the
Reserve Fund at two to four percent interest. Council would make
a savings, he contended, by paying off the Pub Board debt with
those funds and thus saving the
5% interest which would amount
to almost $8,000 over the 30 year
period.
Ex officio Councilman Jac~
Wel>er
enarged tba,t tbe c\el>\1} in-.
~?-~_e!_r~to a..!o':l::~':':':~.Jlro~a~
eurred by 'Pub Board were teehrii-caJ!y i!!ega!. He pointed cut that
By KAY .AMU.AHO
Pub
Board bad never conferred
LOBO Stalf Writer
with Council concerning the pun· ·"
All bad men stories contain chase of a new press.
the same fights, murders, and jail
Autcc~nompus Power
breaks, said Dr. Edward M. WilHuber responded that when
son ina talg last evening on the
funds
axe allocated to Pub Board,
AUSTIN, Tex. (CPS) - The bad bad men and the good bad the board should have the autoTexas Student Publications Board men of Spanish literature.
nomous power as publisher to diof Directors voted to halt the
It wasn't until the second half rect the use of those funds. Huber
publication of the Texas Ranger, of the 17th century that bad men pointed out that Pub Board makes
the University of Texas humor · became a topic for writers. The more money from advertising
magazine, until the staff could de- "so called literature" Wilson than it receives from ASUNM
sign a new covex for the February said, "was written for those peo- government. He describ~d the
edition.
ple who wanted violence repeated ultimate goal pf Pub Board to be
The planned cover was a mock- over and over again.
the establishment of a "free
The typical bad woman began press," independent of subsidy by
up label of a patent medicine medicine with a picture of President her life of wrong doing because student government.
Johnson, wearing a string wig of a mistake or loss in loce, they
Huber .added that some years
and "a race as long as a hound then start doing their bad deed§, ago Pub Board had, in its charter,
dog's," according to Rangel' edi- and then return to normal life and declared itself to be the publisher
wait for help.
tor Byron Black.
of the LOBO. The charter was apThe label on the cover was
Wilson doesn't feel that there proved by the Student Council at
"Mothex Baines Snake Oil Elixir." was much literary quality in the that time. Huber interp1·eted the
After the decision to stop pro- literature of the time, but the im- charter to mean that Pub Boat!l'"p
duction of the covex, the picture portance was in filling in the has autonomity in the directing
of student publications.
was distributed nationally by the background of the time and era.
United Press International newsWilson was educated at CamAPOAgxees
wire. But on the Texas campus, bridge and received his dactorate
Don Murphy, Vice president of
the board ruled that the student there. He was in Spain in 1936 Alpha Phi Omega, National Servpaper, the Daily Texan, could not when the Civil War broke out, and ice Fraternity informed Council
use a picture of the controversial had to be evacuated. He was given that APO would agree to concover with a news story about the a full professorship at Cambridge duct the proposed Student Book
decision.
in 1953.
Exchange under certain conditions.
Murphy's alternative proposal
included a 5<;~ increase in the
price . of books. This increase
would be kept by APO to defray
the bookkeeping expenses inOne of the demonstrators unThe Defense Secretary's com- volved in the exchange.
furled six Viet Cong flags, each ments were made in the annual
Webex told Council that
containing a yellow star over two "Military Posture Statement" pre- heJack
hoped a three ·week session of
broad bands of orange and blue. sented to the Senate Armed Serv- the proposed "free university"
A police officer assigned to con- ices committee. Nor did McNabe held at UNM after mid
trol the crowd asked the young mara say w:hether he believed a could
term.
"•.•l
man what kind of flag it was. He reserve caU-up would be necesFree
University
1•eplied, "That's the flag of the sary to maintain the present pace
The "free university," accordNational Liberation Front, the po- of combat in Viet Nam. But he
litical arm of the Viet Cong." He did reveal that because of in· ing to the proposal made last
refused to give his name to news- creasing North Vietnamese and week would offer courses treating
men.
Viet Cong strength in South Viet subjects not ordinarily olfered in
Nam, more U.S. troops would be a university curriculum. Classes
would be held in e seminar form.
McNamara Says More Troops
needed.
Volunteer p1•ofessors would con•
Are Needed
Wilson Ge(s "A Line Open"
duct th ecourses for interested
WASIIINGTON-·Defense SecTo Hanoi .
students.
retary McNamara said yesterday
that some or nil of the nation's
MOSCOW - Prime Minister
Weber reported that the "free
military reserves might be called Wilson says Britain succeeded in university" was discussed at the
to active duty if the Communists "getting a line open" to the Com- last meeting of the Committee on
widen the war in Southeast Asia. munist North Vietnamese capi- the University, and that he and
McNamara did not state whether tal o:f Hanoi yestorday on pos- · Doug Browning had been aphe- specifically meant tlt'e ·Viet~ sible negotiations to end the Viet · pointed. to look' into the possibili.
namese war.
(Continued on page 3)
ties of the proposal.

Spanish Writers
Favor Bod Men

Texas Officials Halt
Magazines Release

Johnson's Speech Picketed
By United Press International
NEW YORK-Anti-Viet Nam
policy tJickets turned out by the
thousands last night in New York
City. They massed behind barricades a block from the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel where President
Johnson made a speech later in
the evening and received the 1966
Freedom House Award.
Police estimated more than
3,000 demonstrators were there.
Some of them waved Communist
Viet Cong flags. Most newsmen
un the scene disputed the police
estimate, saying that it was too
low. Newsmen placed the number
between 3,500 and 4,000.
' The bart·icades originally had
been set up the length of one
bloc!\, but it wasn't enough and
police hnd to extend the line another block as the crowd o.£ antiwar pickets swelled,
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